
Burn-out maschine

A system of conflicting values, 
influences and bad job design
that makes the persons caught
within investing more and more
energy until they burn-out or
worse, go postal.

A crucial step is to activate their
survival mode so they make sure
their peers get eaten by the lion
(rather than teaming up and 
fending the lion off).Thomas Hart-Benton: «The-Blast-Furnace»

Playing against a burn-out machine
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The game starts. 
Everyting is balanced.

Apparently.



Thus lets
stimulate the

system.

Oh-oh. A burn-
out machine

operates!



Activism is
needed …

… and has a 
visible effect.
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https://starstoroad.com/blog/?p=1408

Sadly, the «Team Squeezer», one
specific burn-out maschine, is active. 

https://starstoroad.com/blog/?p=1408


While hunting down 
the guilty ones and 
fighting to finish in 

time …

… heat level
rises and work
load increases.
Batteries drain.



Conflict intensity
grows as well as

debts …

… energy level
drops and drops.



After 14 hard sprints the result is a 
such:

Features are done. Mostly that is. 
Quality sucks and users hate the system.

The team is eshausted. Batteries have
taken irrebarable damage. 

Delivery time was not kept and financial
loss is the consequence..



Still, the team learned something

«We need to plan better»
«We must write much better user stories and 

clear the requirements»
«We must improve our communication»

«We need to do better and more structured

The trained behaviors are
going to be applied in the next

project, no worries there.





The players gained a few
awards while burning the
team! Congratulations!



By the way, there is a way to break the team squeezer. 

Step 1: Realize there is a burn-out maschine in operation.
Step 2: Understand the nature of that maschine

Step 3: Take counter measures.

This award is for those, 
who broke the maschine!



Thanks again for the active
participation and see you soon!
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